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ABSTRACT
Nutrition policymakers frequently treat their knowledge of nutrition as acultural and universal. We analyze food guidelines in Mexico and Guatemala to draw attention to embedded, but often unrecognized, cultural values of standardization and individual responsibility. We suggest that nutrition policy would be improved by attending to the cultural values within nutrition science, and that nutrition guidelines should attend not only to other people’s cultures but to what we are calling “cultures of nutrition.” We conclude by offering an example of an adaptive approach to policy-making that may be useful for handling situations where many different cultures of nutrition collide.

Medical practitioners often hold the science of medicine apart from cultural practice. Practitioners must become competent in other cultures to carry out good medicine, but they believe their own work is governed by universal principles. Janelle Taylor, who has studied medical practice as ananthropologist, describes medicine’s orientation as a “culture of no culture” (2003). This phrase captures how clinicians may be inclined to treat culture as a belief-set that patients possess, but not something that influences their own orientation to medical practice – subjective knowledge in contrast to medicine’s objective and timeless truths. Taylor is one of several anthropologists who have argued that medical practice would be improved by taking seriously a range of complex cultural negotiations that shape the assembly and dissemination of medical knowledge (see also Traweek 1988; B. Good 1994; M., 1995; Kleinman and Benson 2006; Metz and Hansen 2014).

In this article, we suggest that nutrition policy would be similarly improved by attending to the cultures that operate within the field of nutrition science. We analyze nutrition guidelines in two countries: Mexico and Guatemala. In each, policy makers and practitioners are grappling with a culturally diverse food landscape. In each, health workers tailor their guidelines to serve communities with diverse languages and distinctive food traditions. and in each, they fall short of being able to best serve these communities because they ignore the values that structure their own expert cultures, including values of universalism, standardization, and individual responsibility. We develop the argument that nutrition guidelines should not only attend to other people’s cultures, but to what we are calling cultures of nutrition.

We develop the phrase cultures of nutrition to draw attention to the way that cultural values come to shape nutrition policy-making. It is a phrase meant to highlight that nutrition is not a “culture of no culture,” to borrow from Taylor, but that nutrition guidelines are influenced by cultural values. Culture, as we use it, refers to patterned or structured systems that follow some, albeit often loose or fluid, internal logic. Cultures are always full of internal contradictions and competing goals, but they are also guided by often-historical, national, regional, linguistic, or conceptual principles that give some degree of coherence to the practices that take place.
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Important critiques of the culture concept require that we be careful with the term. Gershon and Taylor (2008), for example, show how institutional practitioners use culture in a way that essentializes and flattens the heterogeneity of communities. Todd’s trenchant critique of the culture concept (2018) analyzes how “culture” has been mobilized by European and US governments to invalidate non-Western legal orders. As she explains, westerners are understood as governed by scientific, rational laws whereas those “others” whom they want to conquer have mere customs, myths, beliefs, and stories (see also Barker 2011; Wynter 2003). Naming something “culture” served to deprioritize and invalidate.

To address the discriminatory potential in using the term ‘culture,’ a researcher might show how Indigenous communities adhere to rational and scientific, albeit non-western, laws in their food and farming practices (e.g. González 2001; Walter and Andersen 2013). In this article we tack to the inverse, turning culture around. Given the often-stated interest in cultural differences on the part of the field of public health nutrition, we shift the nutritionist’s gaze inward to show how cultures drive nutrition policy-making. We highlight the cultures of nutrition policy to address how particular hegemonic and elitist beliefs about nutrition are treated as if universal, which contributes to their continued dominance. Calling these beliefs cultural also helps us to name the systemic racism that coheres within nutrition guidelines, opening up for critical inquiry what is otherwise taken as truth.

All authors have carried out participant observation ethnography and interviews in the regions we write about. Miguel Cuj and Lisa Grabinsky might be doubly titled “native anthropologists” (Narayan 1993), having worked for years within the field of nutrition science as citizens of the countries described (eg. Cuj et al. 2020; Grabinsky 2020). Emily Yates-Doerr has done long-term anthropological fieldwork with nutrition policy makers and the people affected by their policies in Guatemala (eg. 2015). In this article, we collectively examine commonly used nutrition-policy devices in Guatemala and Mexico to draw attention to the cultural values of universalism, standardization, and individual choice that underpin these popular pedagogical tools. This enables us to advocate for an approach to nutrition policy-making that recognizes the importance of diverse systems of value and is responsive to how guidelines will change as they are taken up and reinterpreted in people’s lives. We suggest this adaptive approach to nutrition policy may be especially useful for handling the frequently-competing goals within nutrition science and for navigating the many situations where different cultures of nutrition collide.

**Food guidelines and K’iche’ Maya food**

In 2018, Cuj carried out fieldwork in a small K’iche’ Maya community in Guatemala’s highlands as part of a three-year study of K’iche’ food categories. While there, he asked women how they managed to access food in rural areas. One woman responded to his question, saying: “I eat ichaj” (a K’iche’ Maya word for vegetables). Another woman then said: “I eat q’ayes” (also a K’iche’ Maya word for vegetables, although we could also translate it as “wild plants”).

Cuj, a K’iche’-Maya anthropologist who trained in Guatemala as a nutritionist before seeking a doctorate in the United States, knew that Ichaj referred to vegetables that offer sustenance whereas q’ayes referred to vegetables that offer healing and comfort. People eat ichaj to achieve everyday satiety and they eat q’ayes to achieve balance, healing or wellness. Cuj found himself puzzling over the differences: “What would be the implications of using one term over the other when it came to creating food guidelines or recommendations? How might the assumption made by nutrition policy makers that these terms are not meaningfully different – that they can be compressed within the same category “vegetables” – affect the lives of Maya women and their families?”

The question of which languages are used and which guidelines become dominant is especially relevant in the multietnich and multilingual country of Guatemala, where Indigenous people have survived colonialism, racism, and a recent – and arguably ongoing – genocide in which state forces have targeted Indigenous people (Casaús 2010, 2019; Lovell et al. 2020; Yates-Doerr 2019). Although Spanish is the official national language and the primary language used by nutrition policy makers,
over 23 non-Spanish languages are spoken and an estimated 40% of the total population is Indigenous Maya (Henderson et al. 2014; Peñate et al. 2017).

Most K’iche’ speakers understand some Spanish, although people in rural communities may speak only K’iche’. Whereas K’iche’ categorizations of sustenance are incredibly diverse most guidelines are designed only in Spanish. Consider, for example, that in K’iche’ “food” is not a single category but is broken into four categories: wa (hearty, filling food eaten at mealtimes, based on maize), uk’iya (small snacks based mostly on processed foods such as chips or candy), rikil (side dishes), and xaq katijowik (foods eaten in between meals based mostly on local food sources, which seek to satisfy cravings or to encourage sociality) (Henne 1977). None of these strategies for classification are reflected in national (Spanish-language) nutrition guidelines, which classify foods in ways that are not readily intelligible to most Maya people in Guatemala.

As we explore below, Guatemalan food policy makers frequently assume that there is a universally shared category – food (comida) – that can then be subcategorized into groups that are universally healthy or not. Experts treat the categories that they deploy as both widely correct and widely intelligible. Their nutrition interventions, which prioritize individual behavior, tend to emphasize individualized dietary changes in these food groups, typically advising people to eat more vegetables and fewer carbohydrates and less fat. But there are many other ways that people value what is eaten to be reckoned with when designing guidelines for good eating or good food.

Guatemala’s family food pot

The Guatemalan Ministry of Health has attempted to design national food guidelines with the objective of improving population-wide nutritional status (Villanueva et al. 2019). The push to improve nutritional status captures the ministry’s pervasive idea that there is a correct amount of nutrients needed by the human body to maintain health. Guatemala’s Food Guidelines, and La Olla Familiar (or “the family food pot”) that accompanies them, were developed as part of a wave of food guidelines emphasizing individual dietary health promoted globally by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the World Health Organization. “La Olla” resulted from a collaboration between Guatemala’s National Commission of Dietary Guidelines and the Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama, which created the guidelines as an education tool to be used by nutritionists and public health workers when interacting with community members and to be hung in health clinics as a didactic aid.

La Olla was designed for the Guatemalan population, with a generic individual as its imagined target (INCAP 1980; Mozaffarian et al. 2018). The pot’s designers divided foods into seven groups that mirrored food groups in US guidelines: grains and cereals, herbs and vegetables, fruits, meat, dairy products and derivatives, sugar, and fat. As summarized by the FAO, “The bottom of the pot is made of cereals, whole grains and tubers, followed by vegetables and fruits. In the next level there are animal-source foods and dairy products. Fats (including avocado and seeds) and sugars can be found at the top.”2 The aim was to guide individuals into choosing to eat the “correct” foods. In 2012, in an attempt to depict the importance of promoting healthy lifestyle habits along with healthy food, the image of a man on a bicycle and a light-skinned woman running in shorts and a sports bra were added to the pot, along with a glass of fresh water (see Figure 1). The water that accompanied the food appears to be sparkling – not from a tap. As we discuss further below, this reflects tremendous economic privilege on the part of the designers, given that the Guatemalan National Statistics Institute estimates that 59.3% of Guatemalans live in conditions of poverty that make sparkling water entirely inaccessible (INE 2015). It also signals a troubling disinvestment in sustainable water infrastructure on the part of public health: it is the individual who is left to make the responsible choice to purchase healthy sparkling water, not the government who should provide it.

In some ways, the bowl shape of La Olla Familiar reflects an attempt to depict Guatemalan “cultural” practices; most traditional dishes in Guatemala are stews that combine several ingredients, simmered slowly over fires in large ceramic pots such as the one featured in the picture. Yet whereas
these meals are prepared to serve families, the recommendations that accompany La Olla are directed at individuals, who are counseled to eat from the meat group twice a week, or from the vegetable group at least every day (see Figure 2). Embedded within the pot are cultural values that treat food as objectively good or bad and that also prioritize individual choice. The figures on the pot do not have any Maya identifiers: the pot erases Indigenous people and Indigenous dietary routines.

Despite the image of a communal pot as opposed to an individual plate, and despite the emphasis on family as seen in the title, the Guatemalan Food Guidelines are more resonant with the US Food Pyramid than they are with Guatemalan eating practices (MSPAS, 2012). Both US and Guatemalan guidelines are based on three key elements: food groups, health promotion messages, and didactic illustrations. The assumption built into the message is that individuals control what they eat and that knowledge about food groups is universally shared, such that what works in one community will necessarily be appropriate for and work in another. Their message about proper eating prioritizes
institutional values of universalism and efficiency, deploying western assumptions that meals can be broken down and analyzed by their nutrient parts (see Nestle 2002).

Although Maya food categories are not represented in the diagram, they remain extremely important in structuring what and how Guatemalans eat. For example, knowing a food’s harvest season and subsequent availability is a key to classifying good food in rural areas of Guatemala because many foods are not available year-round. Policy planners in the United States, where many “global” nutrition policy programs are headquartered, may be accustomed to storage/freezing systems and to trade routes that ensure that commonly eaten foods are always available. But for rural Guatemalans, what to eat is governed by seasonality, weather, and growing patterns.

Guatemala’s most commonly eaten foods defy the common food groups used by global nutrition experts (see also Hardin 2019). We noted that q’ayes might be translated as “wild plant.” Provenance of food – for example, whether it is grown wild or is domesticated, whether it is produced locally or afar – does not generally figure into nutrition guidelines (Cuj et al. 2020). But for many people in Guatemala, how and where food is produced is central to whether it can be classified as good to eat. Wild plants are valued differently to cultivated plans and foods are frequently classified by consumption practices and not by either nutrients or tastes (FAO 2012).

Maize presents a good example of the frictions that arise between different classificatory systems. In western nutritional terms, maize might be considered a high-starch carbohydrate, akin to bread or cereal. Yet it might also be considered a vegetable. Pelto (2000) notes that in rural Mexico, maize was traditionally a major source of protein, and 80% of protein came not from meat or dairy but from agricultural produce, which also confuses conventional nutrition categories that associate protein with meat. Tortillas, made by a time-honored pattern of cooking maize in a lime solution in accordance with specific times and temperatures, are the mainstay of the Maya diet, but so too are traditional maize beverages which are consumed regularly in many Maya communities, begging the question of whether a drink is also a food (Muñoz et al. 2013a). The issue is larger than simply assigning maize to the correct food group (e.g. protein or carbohydrate), but of recognizing how it can exceed these groups altogether.

Consider that K’iche’ Maya communities value maize not only for its nutritional sustenance but because it is the cornerstone of religious and social life, with deep cosmological importance. The Pop Wuj, a book from the eighteenth century which recorded centuries of oral K’iche’ traditions, describes how human flesh was created out of maize, and many Guatemalans consider maize through spiritual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Food Groups</strong></th>
<th><strong>Consumption</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grain and cereals</td>
<td>All mealtimes Every day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbs/Vegetables</td>
<td>Every day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits</td>
<td>Every day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy products and derivatives</td>
<td>Three times per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meats</td>
<td>Two times per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>In moderation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fats</td>
<td>In moderation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Description of Food Groups: Guatemalan Food Guidelines.
and kinship – not nutrient – values as being essential to life (Tedlock 1985; Yates-Doerr 2015a). The cultivation of maize draws families and communities together to clear, harvest, and sow the land (Cuj et al. 2020). Separate from the role that maize might play in sustaining individual-level nutrition, it also builds and supports affinal and social ties. The example of maize makes clear that there are important discrepancies between La Olla Familiar and the food classifications that structure eating practices within Maya communities. The categorization of other commonly eaten and historically significant foods such as avocados, beans, squash, and tomatoes is similarly slippery; there are no K’iche’ words for fruit and vegetable because these classifications make no sense given the staple foods grown in Guatemala.

If we return to Cuj’s’s question about which category of vegetables to recommend – ichaj (filling vegetables) or q’ayes” (healing vegetables) – we see the answer is more nuanced than just using the right K’iche’ translation. Policy makers must rethink not only which terms they use, but also the categories that underpin their design of food policies. Their own embedded and unacknowledged cultural assumptions about the universality of their categories interferes with designing policies that might be useful in people’s lives (see also McMillin et al. 2010). We are here pointing to a double problem of cultural erasure. First, Indigenous cultural languages and knowledges are not respected, engaged with, or integrated into policies. Second, because nutrition policy asserts itself as cultureless, universal, and true, the specific cultural values of standardization, efficiency, or individualization that are embedded into its design are not sufficiently interrogated or considered. As the next case, set in urban Mexico, makes clear, “vegetable” is not a universal or neutral category, but is imbued with cultural values about what constitutes correct or healthy eating. As we show, to create meaningful dietary recommendations nutrition policy makers must find ways of attending to the diversity in cultural and linguistic values, which includes the diversity found in the cultural systems that operate within the field of nutrition science.

**mexico’s el plato del bien comer and la jarra del buen beber**

During the late twentieth century, nutrition experts from the Mexican School of Nutritionists responded to an increasing concern about the rise in metabolic illness in Mexico by hosting a workshop entitled “From Babel to Consensus” (Casanueva et al. 2002). The idea behind the workshop, as its name suggests, was to reach consensus about which dietary guidelines should be adopted for the entirety of Mexico. At the time, several different guidelines were in use, ranging from pyramids and plates to apples (Bacardi-Gascon 2002). A result of the meeting was the ordinance NOM-043, according to which the Mexican Ministry of Health required all health professionals, whether working in public or private settings, to use the same nutrition promotion and education materials. The assumption was that everyone, regardless of region or language, would respond similarly to standardized national advice.

The NOM-043 guidelines emphasized six principles, advocating that diets be: complete, balanced, not-harmful, sufficient, varied, and adequate (see Figure 3). The guidelines also mandated that health professionals and educators use El Plato del Bien Comer (The Plate of Good Eating), a graphic tool representing the six dietary principles, when discussing correct eating with patients. Built into El Plato was an implicit concern that the overeating of fatty and sugary foods was contributing to Mexico’s health problems, and that with this education people could better control the food they ate.

At the time of its design, many countries relied on the image of the pyramid to promote healthy eating. At first, nutrition experts thought that the pyramid might be culturally appropriate in Mexico because pre-Columbian civilizations built pyramids, so they were a local symbol. Yet Mexicans reported that the shape felt incongruous to their diet and objected to its use (Garrett 2005). Food pyramids put staple foods at the base, with special foods that should be eaten in moderation at the top. In Mexico, however, the most important rituals are carried out at the top of pyramids: the top should include the most sacred foods, not foods to be avoided. The pyramid was thus rejected and the plate-shape dietary guide was selected. Yet if the shape of the plate was selected for obvious “cultural”
reasons, less obvious cultural logics were also embedded into the plate’s design and dissemination—not least the cultural value of standardization that assumed that the same tool might work in diverse settings such as schools, hospitals, and both public and private health clinics.

*El Plato* is evenly divided into three food groups: 1) fruits and vegetables; 2) cereals; and 3) legumes and foods of animal origin (Figure 4). Policy makers used traffic signal colors to represent each of these groups: green for fruits and vegetables; yellow for cereals; and red for proteins. To reinforce the idea of moderation, most of the foods were depicted in single-portion servings (e.g. a chicken leg or a slice of watermelon). *El Plato’s* designers hoped this strategy would simplify the message for children and people who didn’t read (Vargas and Long-Solis 2005), but it also created confusion even among dieticians themselves. For example, many saw protein as desirable and did not understand why it was marked as red (signaling “caution”).

Symbols whose meaning experts had assumed to be universal were, in fact, reinterpreted in varying ways. Not all misunderstandings were innocent. Many of the cultural assumptions built into the plate set up conditions where the blame for failure in following the guidelines could be directed at Indigenous bodies. Consider that people in rural Mexico commonly eat using *tortillas* instead of silverware. *El Plato*, however, depicts a spoon, knife, and fork on the side of the plate. Elias (2000[1939]) famously argued that enforcing the use of silverware has long been part of a “civilizing process,” in which people are stigmatized for practices that do not comply with western norms. While this stigma is fostered by *El Plato’s* promotion of silverware, there is an added twist to the civilizing logic of the diagram. Here, cutlery should be used not only for the sake of manners or decorum, but because eating with tortillas...
would add unwanted starchy carbohydrates to a meal. Eating with utensils was promoted as a technique for eating less. While the reference to health might allow the promotion of silverware to appear acultural, in fact it facilitates and sustains settler-colonial institutions and concomitant cultural values of good citizenship that disadvantage and deride Indigenous lives.

Similar cultural logics of good nutrition embedded into El Plato can also be seen in the design and implementation of La Jarra del Buen Beber (“The Pitcher of Good Drinking”), which advises what and when to drink (Figure 5). La Jarra was introduced by the Ministry of Public Education as part of the science curriculum in public elementary schools (Figure 6) in order for children to be educated to make non-sugary, low-calorie drink choices and help prevent obesity. It quickly gained popularity through social media and other mass-communication media, with the opposition of the soft drink industry (Acevedo Tena 2015). Policy makers hoped that messages of healthy drinking from La Jarra would complement messages of “correct” eating distributed by El Plato, and that changing consumption practices would lead to better health. In the section that follows, we examine how this aspiration played out in practice.

**Successes and failures of plate and pitcher-based guidelines**

Grabinsky worked at a nutrition clinic in the middle-income Azcapotzalco delegation of Mexico City from 2016 to 2018. After greeting the predominantly middle-class patients and before taking the expected anthropometric measurements, she would ask a standard question: “Tell me about all the foods and drinks you consume on a typical day in your life.”

---

**Figure 4.** El Plato del Bien Comer, Mexico (Secretaría de Salud 2013).
Patients’ responses reflected the hectic character of their lives and the challenges of eating well in a busy urban city. Responses typically focused on fast-paced routines that left no time for the leisurely enjoyment of food. For example, in the morning patients relied on foods like smoothies or yogurt that they could take and eat on their way to work/school, where they sat (from 9am to until 2pm) without consuming anything other than perhaps coffee, cookies, or fruit. Lunch consisted of foods which were accessible in term of time and cost. A common sight in Mexico City’s pre-COVID financial districts were large groups of white-collar workers flocking toward nearby *fondas* that offer three-course homemade meals for a small price. Other workers brought leftovers from home in Tupperware, which they would then re-heat in the office’s microwave oven and eat at their desks. At the end of the day, having snacked on whatever industrialized foods a vending machine might offer, they would

**Level 1 - The predominant beverage in a healthy diet: Drinking water.** Water is necessary for metabolism, normal physiological functions, is a natural source of certain minerals —calcium, magnesium, and fluorine—, has almost no adverse effects in healthy individuals, and is non-caloric. Each individual’s water needs are based on age, weight, gender, level of physical activity, and weather conditions. Therefore, the committee gives an estimate of 750-2000 milliliters (ml) per day and even more for people whose physical activity levels are vigorous or when the weather is hot.

**Level 2: Skim milk, 1% milk, and soy drinks with no added sugar.** Milk is the main source of calcium and vitamin D for children, as well as a source of high biological value protein. Therefore, low-fat (or fat free) milk and related dairy products, as well as sugar-free soy drinks —known simply as “soy milk”— may contribute to a healthy diet, even though they are not essential. The recommended daily quantity is from 0 to 500 ml per day, which amounts to two glasses. Whole milk is not recommended because its high levels of saturated fat translate in a higher calorie count.

**Level 3: Coffee and tea with no added sugar.** 0 to 1 liter per day, though it can be replaced by drinking water. Both coffee and tea —referring to *Camellia sinensis* derivatives— contain caffeine, which is a mild diuretic. Consuming less than 400 milligrams (mg) per day does not cause dehydration or water imbalance, and it has no significant relation in increasing the risk of cardiovascular disease, hypertension, osteoporosis, or high cholesterol levels. However, caffeine may have adverse effects in the development of children’s nervous system, and increase the risk of miscarriage and low birth weight.

**Level 4: Sugar-free beverages.** 0 to 500 ml per day, and they could be replaced by tea or coffee. These types of beverages are not recommended for children due to the artificial sweeteners they contain.

**Level 5: Beverages rich in calories and limited benefits to health.** For juices that are 100% made from fresh fruit, 0 to 125 ml per day is the recommendation. Alcoholic beverages are not encouraged, but if adults consume them, the recommendation is from 0 to 1 per day (240 ml of beer, 150 ml of wine, or 45 ml of distilled liquor). Whole milk is included in this level.

**Level 6 - Beverages that should be avoided: Sugary beverages with low nutrient content.** Their consumption is not encouraged at all, but if they are consumed, one must not exceed 240 ml per special occasion (Rivera et al. 2008).

*Figure 5.* Guidelines of La Jarra del Buen Beber (translation by authors).
jump into Mexico City’s evening rush hour traffic to return home. Once home, exhausted and hungry, they would rely on food services (delivery, take-out, or in-dining), leftovers, or a “light” dinner that required little preparation time. A bowl of cereal with milk was a common dinner.

The food plate and drinking pitcher emphasize changes in dietary habits that individuals can make, with the end-goal of promoting adequate growth and development of children and the maintenance of a healthy body mass index in adults (Mexico 2013: 5). The NOM-043 likewise urges dietitians to provide their patients with meal plans aligned not only for their taste, culture, and income, but also for their lifestyle (see Figure 3 above: “Diets must be adapted to the individual culture, taste, and financial resources”). Yet changing traffic congestion and commute routes, work expectations, or the availability of foods is not a simple matter of individual “lifestyle” choice.

El Plato has been the mandatory didactic tool used to teach eating “correctly” in Mexico for over 15 years. However, Grabinsky was among many dietitians who adapted its nutritional recommendations into meals that could be consumed on-the-go (smoothies, foods packed in Tupperware). Even though these changes align with the nutrient guidelines stipulated by the NOM-043, the foods are not necessarily eaten in plate form nor do they resemble El Plato’s recommended foods. Different cultural logics within the field of nutrition conflict with one another and the way both El Plato and La Jarra were used by nutritionists exemplify the ongoing “Babel-like” discourse among dietitians. This is not necessarily because of Mexican food “cultures,” but because different cultural logics within the field of nutrition conflict with one another.
El Plato is driven by a logic of fungibility that does not hold up in practice. The plate assumes an equivalence between cereals, when, for example, there are important differences between whole grain cereals and highly refined, sugary cereals (Muñoz et al. 2013b). The plate treats starches as equivalents, with nonfat corn tortillas that are rich in fiber and calcium replacing a concha or tamal, both of which are high in fat and sugar. Although the plate is part of the NOM-043 it also contradicts the NOM-043’s stated goal for saturated fat to not amount to more than seven percent of the diet (Secretaría de Salud 2013: 4). El Plato intentionally did not include the food group “fats and oils” in order to discourage their consumption; in doing so it failed to include an important source of mono-unsaturated fat and ubiquitous component of diet – avocado. It also treats legumes and foods of animal origin as a single category, eliding the vast differences in taste, cardiovascular health, or environmental impact between a diet based on traditional beans and a NAFTA-era diet reliant on hydrolyzed animal parts (see Gálvez 2018).

Finally, the NOM-043 urges health educators to emphasize the consumption of local and seasonal foods (Secretaría de Salud 2013: 10). This important movement toward the situated specificity of eating practices is, however, undermined by another NOM-043 regulatory guideline which forbids the alteration of El Plato (p.22). That these values move at cross purposes becomes especially concerning when it comes to the care offered to Mexico’s marginalized peoples. For example, nopal – a symbol depicted in the National Emblem – are inaccessible to Maya communities in the Yucatán (Cabrera-Araujo et al. 2018). Yet Maya people are told to eat nopal, not the more culturally and locally appropriate chaya leaves, when they access biomedical services.

La Jarra has also run into academic obstacles. Shortly after Rivera et al. (2008) published the guidelines from which La Jarra was created, a group of health professionals launched strong criticism: that these guidelines were based on beverage recommendations from a study designed around a population of the United States (Popkin et al. 2006), and that the guidelines were neither culturally appropriate nor socio-economically feasible in Mexico (Arroyo et al. 2008). The US Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (DGAC) critiqued the US-based study, concerned that its rankings were based on negative attributes of the beverages – e.g. added sugar – instead of their “ability to fulfill nutrient needs” (Arroyo et al. 2008: 342). Both the US-based study and La Jarra classify beverages on the basis of calories, neglecting their nutritional value, such as vitamin and mineral content.

The Mexican beverage guidelines have similar internal differences. Some of these can be seen in the contradictions in the classifications of sugary or alcoholic drinks. Artificially sweetened beverages are heavily industrialized and many Mexican nutritionists would not recommend them for children, yet La Jarra prioritizes them over aguas frescas, natural fruit juices, and atole. The fact that alcoholic beverages are included within La Jarra gives the viewer the idea that they must be a part of a healthy diet, even though the guideline’s authors specified that alcohol is discouraged. While antioxidants contained in certain beverages – such as resveratrol in red wine – may provide cardiovascular benefits, these beverages differ greatly in nutritional content from whole milk, which is categorized within the same level (Level 5). It might be misleading to condemn traditional Mexican aguas frescas – such as horchata and jamaica – deeming them unhealthier than alcoholic beverages. It is similarly debatable whether coffee, tea, and beverages with non-caloric sweeteners are healthier than milk and aguas frescas. What is less debatable is that the soy milk depicted in La Jarra is a commodity affordable only for a few. Many of the recommended foods and beverages are inaccessible to the majority of Mexico’s people.

Foods that are healthy in theory are not healthy in practice if people cannot afford them. Our analysis of El Plato and La Jarra shows that the ideas of “correct” consumption embedded in their designs clash with real-life dietary practices. Hectic urban lifestyles do not allow for meals to be consumed on a plate most of the time, and work productivity and continued employment are prioritized over making healthy food choices. El Plato’s lack of adaptability excludes and further marginalizes rural and Indigenous peoples. Both devices disregard the importance of traditional foods and drinks.
But the problem is not only a clash between experts and everyday dietary practice. We have also drawn attention to clashes within expert knowledges, showing how *El Plato* and *La Jarra* have internal contradictions, for example, in prioritizing caloric content at times, but, at other times, prioritizing nutrients. That nutritionists cannot agree on whether to emphasize calories or nutrients reflects the different priorities within nutrition science. We are calling these differences cultural to emphasize how policy making and nutrition science are organized not just around adherence to scientific facts (or not), but around differing systems of value. Policy makers, by recognizing these cultural differences, might redesign nutrition policies and programs to make them better suited to people’s lives. We conclude with this point.

**Conclusion**

_Si me quita las tortillas, me quita la vida_, Yates-Doerr overheard a patient tell a doctor who had advised him to eliminate tortillas from his diet while she was at a Guatemalan diabetes clinic: If you take away my tortillas, you take away my life (2015: 21). The patient’s response makes evident that tortillas were not mere nutrients; they were essential to living. Indeed, that “people eat foods, not nutrients” was noted by the US nutrition scientist Doris Calloway, whose guidance helped shape dietary recommendations allowances in the late twentieth century (King 2003). Noel Solomons, a nutrition scientist in Guatemala, is fond of quoting Calloway on this point, advocating the importance of considering food cultures when shaping dietary recommendations and other food policies (e.g. Vossenaar et al. 2018).

Regional and cultural differences in what constitutes good food and good eating are essential for policy makers to consider when designing food guidelines. In the regions we have described, it matters that some people do not feel they have eaten until they’ve eaten tortillas, that some people prefer tamales or nogales to bread, that some communities cannot afford soy milk, that not all vegetables are the same, or that locally used linguistic classifications do not separate “foods” from “beverages” (the K’iche’ verb -tij(o) is typically used for both eating and drinking). When differences in categorical registers collide, this can produce confusion, causing guidelines to have unexpected – and frequently undesirable – outcomes.

What we have highlighted above, however, is that “culture” is not only the domain of the communities for whom policies are directed; culture also shapes the making of policy. Consider that there is no universal truth by which to classify maize tortillas as a food that is categorically separate from the maize-based drink of atole. If we are going to point to “culture” as a reason why Guatemalans and Mexicans will interchange frescas and atoles for “healthy food,” so too we should look to culture as a reason why policy makers have separated food guidelines from beverage guidelines. In both Guatemala and Mexico, policy makers were influenced by food cultures held by scientific communities, especially those in the United States where food groups clearly reflect the historical lobbying influence of food industries (Biltekoff 2013). The categories that appear on the guidelines are not universally shared, but have been shaped by cultures of nutrition.

Guatemalan scientists who have studied the concordance of US-based dietary guidelines for Guatemalans note that the *Dietary Guidelines for Americans* prioritize North American values, such as targeting changes in personal behavior. They write, “(f)rom the point of view of Latin America, the question of dietary guidelines may not so much be a matter of promoting dietary change, but in maintaining traditional practices in the face of pressures for modernization and ‘westernization’ of the diet” (Valdés-Ramos et al. 2001: 87). Their point, which we have reiterated, is that although policy makers frequently treat culture as the domain of other communities that food guidelines must seek to manage or mitigate, certain western cultural values such as individual choice or consumer responsibility are also deeply embedded in the making of food policy. The Guatemalans scientists argue that if physiological health was the real target, policies would advocate traditional practices. Instead, what is being targeted is the dissemination of a specific set of western cultural values whose “culture of no culture” appearance helps these values to spread.
We conclude this article by holding open the possibility that by recognizing the cultural frames that shape health policy, policy makers might design policies that better align with people’s lives. Rather than thinking of guidelines as representing objectively true expert-driven information that needs to be taught to ignorant lay people – the underlying logic of much existing nutrition education policy, now as in the past – perhaps they can begin to reimagine guidelines to be sites of recursive cultural exchange. The expertise of nutritionists might similarly be understood as dependent on the already-existing expertise of the patient, client, or student. After all, nutritional therapeutics challenge conventional understandings of scientific expertise by resting on knowledge of everyday dietary practices and living conditions, and no one knows these conditions better than those people to whom nutritional therapeutics are intended (Yates-Doerr 2013). In this sense guidelines might indeed guide – but not determine – what information is disseminated and how this process of dissemination takes place.

The work of Susy Menchu, a K’iche’ nutrition specialist who Yates-Doerr met during fieldwork, provides an example. When tasked with designing early life nutrition education for women in Totonicopán, the department with the highest reported rate of childhood chronic malnutrition in Guatemala, Menchu took it upon herself to rework the foundation of the region’s feeding guidelines for pregnant or nursing women. Instead of employing a “one size fits all” chart listing proper food behaviors, she created an artfully-illustrated notebook of Maya people engaging in different food and feeding practices. The notebook folded out into a triangle, so it could stand alone, leaving the caregiver’s hands free to further demonstrate the techniques, which ranged from encouraging a proper latch during breastfeeding, to food milling or mashing corn for tortilla preparation, to boiling water (see Figure 7).

Underlying the design of Menchu’s guide was the idea that trained caregivers would use the guide to begin a conversation with women in their counsel. Knowledge of what and how to eat would emerge out of these exchanges and not be prescribed by the guide itself. Whereas some text was shown on the

![Figure 7](image-url)
front page of Menchu’s guide, she noted that further iterations of the guide might only use images. The premise of this style of dietary guide was that nutritional information would not be contained within and defined by the guide, but would emerge out of dialogue between the patient and provider. The manual, in other words, was not designed to direct what the patient should eat, but would instead offer scaffolding for a conversation.

The point is not that the particularities of Menchu’s guide will work everywhere and that it should now be replicated or scaled up. The point is rather that what will work, in terms of producing meaningful counsel for patients, is locally situated and best determined through interpersonal dialogue, taking account of what kinds of categorical differences matter most for people’s lives (e.g. seasonality, cooking for one or many, commensality and conviviality, and feelings of satiety). Those people designing guidelines should not only ask what culturally relevant content should go into them, but should also ask how to build mechanisms for adjustment and learning within the form of the guidelines themselves, so that confusing or unacceptable standards can be re-adapted by patients and providers as they are being put into use.

Let us finally consider a powerful cultural prioritization of the individual that remains embedded in La Olla Familiar, El Plato del Bien Comer, and La Jarra del Buen Beber: that you have the ability to change what you eat. Historians of science have noted how dietary guidelines that emerged at the end of the twentieth century and early twenty first centuries make dietary health a matter of personal responsibility (Mudry 2009; Scrinis 2013). One of the driving cultural logics of much dietary education today is that the individual can make small changes in what they eat which will radically impact their health.

Anthropologist Alyshia Gálvez (2018) has shown how this focus on correct food choices ignores the fact that macro-level trade policies structure which foods Mexican people can access. This extends to Guatemala where highly processed cheap foods such as packaged chips or candies replace the more expensive historic diet of maize, squash, and beans that people, dispossessed of land and without possibilities for employment, can no longer afford (Monroy-Valle et al. 2017; Yates-Doerr 2015b). Policy-level support for good eating, Gálvez argues, it not just a matter of encouraging individuals to make healthy choices but extends to trade regulations as well. Bowen et al. (2019) show how the pressure to cook healthy meals, almost always directed at mothers, reinforces harmful gender norms while eliding the degree to which eating is structured by work and schooling expectations, insurance infrastructures, and social inequality.

Research in nutritional epigenetics challenges an individual-centered approach from a different direction, suggesting that metabolic processing develops over intergenerational time. This epigenetic idea that “we are what our ancestors ate” disrupts the nineteenth century nutritional logic that “man is what he eats” (Ludwig Feuerbach, cited in Landecker 2011: 253). Emergent research on metabolic processing adds a further twist to the expression that “people eat foods, not nutrients,” by suggesting that people do not only eat foods, they eat foods in relational contexts. This research – which aligns in many ways with relational understandings of health we encountered in both K’iche’ communities and in Mexico City – emphasizes that “eating” is not just a matter of what is eaten but of the social and environmental conditions in which eating happens (see Hite 2012; Mendenhall 2019; Saldaña-Tejada and Wade 2019; Warin and Zivkovic 2019).

Recognizing the social aspects of eating moves us away from a concern for calories or nutrients and toward a concern for the environments in which eating occurs. Policy makers have been inclined to call this a “lifestyle” change, thereby re-centering stylistic choices that individuals make (Cannon 2005; Manderson 2020). Our hope is that if they can better identify the value of individualism that has held so much sway over their policies as a cultural value, they would be better positioned to look at other cultural values that could structure their policies. For example, they might ask how to design educational guides that teach people to advocate for improvements in the social systems in which they live, encompassing workday schedules and housing infrastructures, trade agreements, food sovereignty and access to land, police violence and abolition histories (see Garth and Reese 2020), the ongoing effects of traumatic histories – and so much more.
What would it look like to make dietary recommendations that direct people how to act to change social inequities, to mitigate the stress of systematic racial or gender discrimination, or to politically organize to fight against land dispossession, instead of switch around the kind of food one eats? What would change about food policies if dietary choice was deprioritized, with energy directed instead toward strengthening “healthy” social networks or making “healing” reparations for historical abuse? Rather than answer these questions directly we want to suggest that policy makers might take up this line of questioning, challenging the biomedical focus on the individual and the dietary choices that individuals make. These questions ask us to consider the cultures of nutrition that animate existing policy approaches toward good eating, while also asking how we might listen and respond to other ways of classifying both food and health.

Notes

1. In Spanish there are also two words for vegetable: verduras and vegetales. In Guatemalan Spanish verduras and vegetales are roughly synonymous, though verduras is more colloquial whereas vegetales has formal and technical connotations (vegetales is the word used in food guidelines, for example).
3. See Fisher and Benson (2006) for an analysis of how vegetable circulation differs between the United States and Guatemala, with US Americans expecting to be able to eat broccoli year-round. Even so, within US markets, resources remain highly stratified by race, sex, land access, etc., and many communities do not have year-round access to fresh produce (Gross and Rosenberger 2005; Lewis 2018; Reese 2019).
4. This slipperiness is not only the case in Guatemala. High-sugar ketchup was classified as a “fruit or vegetable” during the US Reagan administration’s attempt to make budget cuts in subsidized school lunches, illustrating how state politics influences food categories.
5. Annemarie Mol (2012) notes that Dutch food guidelines often assume that bodies are naturally greedy and in need of modulation. She asks how guidelines might change if nutritionists aimed to help people enjoy their food, instead of working to restrict the body’s pleasure.
7. This is a point that anthropologists of food have made forcefully, such as Christine Wilson (1986), who wrote that “food has always been more than something to distill hunger” decades ago, noting how rice serves an essential social function in much of Asia (1986:259; see also Cosminskey and Harrison 1983; Richards 1939).
8. Not only 'MesoAmerican' cultures collapse food and drink categories. Many nutritional valuation systems blur boundaries between foods and beverages, with mathematical calculations of calories indifferent to whether the substance in question is solid or liquid (see Yates-Doerr and Mol 2012).
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